The forced reeling of silkworms offers the potential to produce a spectrum of silk filaments, spun from natural silk dope and subjected to carefully controlled applied processing conditions. Here we demonstrate that the envelope of stress-strain properties for forced reeled silks can encompass both naturally spun cocoon silk and unnaturally processed artificial silk filaments. We use dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) to quantify the structural properties of these silks. Using this well-established mechanical spectroscopic technique, we show high variation in the mechanical properties and the associated degree of disordered hydrogen-bonded structures in forced reeled silks. Furthermore, we show that this disorder can be manipulated by a range of processing conditions and even ameliorated under certain parameters, such as annealing under heat and mechanical load. We conclude that the powerful combination of forced reeling silk and DMTA has tied together native/natural and synthetic/unnatural extrusion spinning. The presented techniques therefore have the ability to define the potential of Bombyx-derived proteins for use in fibre-based applications and serve as a roadmap to improve fibre quality via postprocessing.
Introduction
Silks are fibrous proteins spun by various arthropods for a variety of natural functions [1] . The silk of the mulberry silkworm Bombyx mori is of particular scientific interest, not least because its industrial-scale commercial production makes it an important model material for protein and polymer research [2] . The silks in their natural form are used by the silkworm to construct tough cocoons for protection during metamorphosis [3] . Using minimal specimen preparation, cocoon silk fibres can be unravelled from cocoons by softening them with water. The fibres themselves comprise two fibroin brins covered in a glue-like sericin coating, which can be further processed by removing the sericin and separating the brins in a process called degumming, which affects fibre mechanical properties [4] .
These cocoon silk fibres are generally considered to be natural or native fibres, spun in vivo using natural protein dope feedstock.
In contrast, ''silk'' fibres can also be spun artificially from reconstituted silk fibroin (RSF) protein molecules that have been obtained from native silks after dissolving in strong chaotropic agents [5, 6] . Importantly for industrial uses, RSF can be processed in a number of ways to produce films, fibres, and a variety of 3-D structures, with a wide range of potential applications, principally for use in biomedical research [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Understanding the relationship between protein structure and mechanical properties is a vital step towards using silk or silkderived proteins for specific applications. One of the most useful analytical tools allowing the matching of properties and structure is dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA), with detailed work to date helping to elucidate the protein structure of artificially produced fibroin [9, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , native silk fibres [16] [17] [18] [19] and artificially spun fibres from natural silk dope [20] [21] [22] . This work has revealed differences in thermal behaviour between the different silk-derived proteins; most importantly, differences in glass transition temperatures (T g ) that can be linked to the degree of order in the protein, which in turn is a key component of protein structure determining mechanical performance [18] . However, the exact manifestation of ''order'' in terms of protein secondary and tertiary structure is variable and still under debate for silk fibres [19] ; as such, we use the terminology of ''order'' and ''disorder'' in the context of this work as a two-parameter description of energy management in a material where different hydrogen bonding states can directly influence mechanical properties.
As detailed conformational structure is not a focus of this work, DMTA has advantages over other spectroscopic techniques (such as small-angle scattering, infrared or nuclear magnetic resonance [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ), where structural influences on mechanical properties are inferred. DMTA has the ability to directly probe structural transitions that affect the mechanical properties of the material through changes (peaks) in the loss tangent. The disadvantages of DMTA in turn are that these transitions have to be related back to specific states of matter (amorphous or crystalline) and local chain conformations or intermolecular bond strengths. However, this relationship has been discussed in detail from both an empirical perspective [28] and also using robust structure-property models for the past 40 years [2, [17] [18] [19] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Furthermore, it is now possible to relate these DMTA spectra to distinct mechanical property profiles obtained from tensile testing, as we shall demonstrate in this study.
Native silks and RSFs are often composed of the same peptide motifs [11] , and hence patterns of structural and property differences between the two resulting fibres might be due to both spinning and processing condition differences. Not a focus here, several studies have shown how RSF can be post-spun processed (termed ''post-processed'') in a variety of ways, using chemical or isothermal treatment or applying postdraw, which influences the structures present [11, 12, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Other studies make the important link between the treatment, the mechanical properties and the protein structure [9, 16, [39] [40] [41] . To date, artificially spun silks (unless considerably post-processed) are unable to match their natural counterparts [42] . This is most likely because the initial spinning and the common post-processing conditions used lead to dissimilar supra-molecular structures [42] .
This study presents forced reeled silks as an ideal study material to help inform about the differences between natural cocoon silk and unnaturally spun RSF, providing insights into the relative importance of spinning and post-processing conditions. Fibres drawn by forced reeling originate from natural silk dope and are spun in vivo but, we assume, under somewhat ''unnatural'' (i.e. semi-natural) spinning conditions since the silk fibre is pulled directly from the spinnerets [43] [44] [45] . Unlike naturally spun silks, processing conditions can be applied to forced reeled silks during spinning [43, 45, 46] . Studying the relationship between the properties and degree of order (modelled as the state of hydrogen bonding) of these silks produced under a range of conditions might help to explore the importance of spinning by establishing a full picture of the performance range of such materials. This, in turn, can help us establish a link between naturally, semi-naturally and artificially spun silk fibres based on native dopes and fibres spun from artificial RSFs.
Since processing conditions can be manipulated during reeling, forced reeled silks can have an impressive range of properties compared to naturally spun silks [43, 45, 46] . Under experimental reeling conditions, forced reeled silk variability between worms can be controlled by removing behavioural application of load by the silkworm, which can affect the silk's mechanical properties [45, 47] . Silkworm paralysis removes this behavioural variation [45] , which makes it possible to explore the performance range of the forced reeled silks through manipulation of processing conditions.
Reeling speed is the best-studied processing condition influencing mechanical properties through affecting protein-chain order during reeling [43, 46] . A recent paper demonstrates how reeling speeds comparable to the average natural spinning speed can give greater toughness, concluding that reeling speed somehow affects structure and morphology of the fibre [45] . Of course, post-processing conditions during reeling, such as postdraw (stretching the fibres during reeling) or wet-reeling (dipping the silk through water during reeling), would also be expected to create additional order [48] . Adding tension to the fibre before it is fully set creates stress-induced molecular alignment [49] , allowing hydrogen bonding during drying to ''lock'' the order into place [48] . Indeed, in spider spinning, such post-processing additions affect the mechanical properties by increasing the order within the fibre [48, 50] ; this is also seen in synthetic polymer spinning [51] [52] [53] [54] . To further increase the degree of molecular order in a finished silk fibre, the post-processing conditions of parameters like temperature, stress and solvation would need to exceed the yield point or glass transition temperature to allow macromolecular mobility [18] .
This study aims to use the scope of properties produced by forced reeled silks to infer the relative importance of spinning and post-processing conditions, through comparison to naturally and unnaturally spun silk fibres. Since naturally spun silks have the least variable and most desirable properties, comparison to naturally spun silks is our main focus in this study. The mechanical property differences are explored using a combination of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and DMTA temperature scans to infer the degree of order and local states of bonding in the polymer structure. We investigate how processing conditions can influence the envelope of forced reeled silk properties and the degree of order [2, 29, 30] by examining the effects of reeling speed, and post-processing conditions such as degree of postdraw, specimen tension and storage conditions. The resulting insights can be interpreted in the context of all silk-derived materials from natural to synthetic.
Methods

Materials
Final instar B. mori silkworms were reared on a mulberry diet. Worms were stored in laboratory conditions until they started spinning (20°C, 40% relative humidity, RH). All worms were immobilized for forced reeling using a synthetically produced, but naturally occurring, paralysis peptide, sourced from Activotec, Cambridge (peptide sequence ENFVGGCATGFKRTADGRCKPTF). The peptide is injected into the haemolymph, as described elsewhere [45] . Worms were then suspended from a holder using tape around their body ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). The paralysis reduces the effect of silkworm behaviour on properties, so increases the reproducibility between different worms [45] . Being invertebrates, all silkworms were handled according to local laboratory risk assessments/institutional ethical guidelines and do not currently fall under regulation by the UK Home Office or EU legislation.
The reeling conditions and specimen storage details are given in Table 1 . All non-postdrawn silks were reeled in air straight onto a motorized spool at the stated reeling speed [45] . Postdrawn silks were run through a water bath via a Teflon-coated guide before winding through motorized wheels, which applied a controlled postdraw. A water bath is used as water acts as a plasticizer, thus reducing the likelihood of breaking and increases the likelihood of macromolecular movement during applied postdraw. The first wheel was set to the reeling speed of 20 mm s À1 . The second wheel was placed at different distances away from the first wheel. The silk was collected onto a motorized spool for collection, travelling at the same speed as the second wheel. Dry storage silks were reeled onto a spool in laboratory conditions and then kept in sealed low humidity conditions (5% RH) until the fibres were mounted and tested in laboratory conditions. Naturally spun silk specimens were unravelled from a cocoon onto a spool. Specimens were collected from within over 500 m of the unravelled silk length, which showed consistent properties [45] . Some tests used degummed naturally spun silk; the degumming process is described in detail elsewhere [24] . The RSF fibres used for the DMTA test were kindly supplied by Wang Qin at Fudan University. The RSF solution was obtained using the same method as Wang et al. [55] and the fibres were obtained through wet-spinning similar to the methods used in Yan et al. [56] . The RSF stressstrain curves and DMTA profiles are provided for reference only, to allow the properties of forced reeled silks to be compared within the context of natural and unnaturally spun silks.
Thermogravimetric analysis
Aluminium pans and 100 ll crucibles were pre-tared on the thermogravimetric analyser balance prior to adding the specimen (TA Instruments Q500 thermogravimetric analyser). Approximately 0.3 mg (3 m) of silk was then cut from a spool and carefully transferred into the aluminium pan. The specimen was then heated at a rate of 3°C min À1 from ambient temperature to 300°C in nitrogen gas flowing through the thermogravimetric analyser furnace at a rate of 100 cc min À1 .
Tensile testing
Fibres were mounted under tension into 10 mm gauge length cardboard frames for tensile testing (5 N load cell, model 5512, Instron, UK). The numbers of specimens tensile tested are given in Table 1 . Specimens were pulled apart in laboratory conditions (40% relative humidity, 21°C) at a controlled strain rate of 40% min À1 until broken; only specimens that broke in the middle were used. The load-extension data were analysed using a Microsoft Excel macro and figures were drawn using Origin Software (OriginPro8).
Quasi-static tensile tests were also performed using the DMTA (TA Q800) in controlled-force mode at room temperature. Dry nitrogen purge was applied for 15-30 min to remove the excess moisture of the specimen after it was loaded onto the clamps. A force-ramp rate of 0.1 N min À1 was applied for all forced reeled B. mori silks, with two or three specimens being tested from each processing treatment.
The cross-sectional area is measured by gluing silk specimens to solder with superglue, as described in detail elsewhere [45] . Silk fibres were then transversely sectioned, digested in protease for 24 h and imaged in a scanning electron microscope. Pictures were analysed using ImageJ software (NIH). The average area is applied to the specimens used in the tensile tests [45] .
Non-parametric statistics were performed using Minitab v.8 software, being the most suitable tests for low specimen numbers (n < 30). A Moods sign test was used, which does not assume equal variance.
Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis
All the dynamic mechanical thermal tests were performed on TA Q800 under DMTA multi-frequency strain mode. The parameters kept as constants were: (i) temperature ramp rate at 3°C min À1 ; (ii) frequency at 1 Hz; and (iii) dynamic strain at 0.1%. The selection of these constant parameters was based on the most common polymer testing procedure as well as a compromise between the length of test time and data quality. A preload force equivalent to 50 MPa stress was applied in order to keep the fibre tested in tension throughout the dynamic oscillation. Further details of the background of the technique can be found in Guan et al. [17] [18] [19] .
Two types of temperature scans were conducted for forced reeled silks: first, a full-range temperature scan from À100°C to +270°C (''temperature scans''; see Table 1 for the silks tested), and secondly, cyclical temperature scans, with the first ramp up to +120°C or +180°C, abbreviated as 120°C annealing and 180°C annealing, respectively (see Table 1 for the silks tested).
Results
Thermal decomposition and structure
Forced reeled silks are compared to naturally spun silks in the thermogravimetric analyser, which provides insights into the different structures present given their apparently similar spinning conditions (Fig. 1) . The water content of the forced reeled silks (three repeats, slack storage) was higher than naturally spun and degummed naturally spun silk (ca. 7, 6 and 4.5%, respectively) calculated from the weight loss up to 100°C. Although these differences are small, the repeatability is good: several meters of silks were tested and the storage conditions prior to testing were identical, so any differences can attributed to the polymer structure, averaged over several meters of silk fibre. Since water is associated with hydrogen bonding to disordered silk [17] , this suggests that forced reeled silks are intrinsically more disordered, with larger amorphous fractions (tested later in Sections 3.2 and 3.4). The earlier onset of thermal decomposition in forced reeled silks also supports their being more amorphous. These observations imply that The reeling speed was kept the same between forced reeled silks for consistency and postdraw was chosen based on practical ratios that were possible above yield without breaking within the error margin of the set-up. For details on the DMTA parameters, see Section 2.4. a Error on the postdraw applied comes from the error in the measured wheel diameter, which is used to work out the circumference and speed of the rotating wheel.
b Where number of specimens tested is two or three per type of scan.
forced reeled silks are more disordered and have lower values of the glass transition temperature, T g , which would be due to the higher vibrational energy of the less rigidly bonded chain backbone [17, 57] .
Reeling speed and structure
The differences between forced reeled and naturally spun silks were further explored in terms of the influence of the applied processing conditions on the forced reeled silk, here reeling speed. Previous results have shown that the mechanical properties of forced reeled silks are toughest (integrating stress and strain) at the reeling speed closest to the naturally spun reeling speed (ca. 10 mm s
À1
) [45] . This is confirmed by the data shown in Fig. 2a , where stress-strain curves at three reeling speeds, 6, 15, and 25 mm s
, are compared with naturally spun cocoon silk. Silks reeled at a speed of 15 mm s À1 displayed average toughness closest to that of naturally spun silks, albeit with slightly higher variability (naturally spun mean ± standard deviation of 63.9 ± 8.8 J cm
À3
(n = 6), 15 mm s À1 forced reeled 100.0 ± 20.8 J cm À3 (n = 5). Even more pronounced than the data shown in Fig. 1 , using DMTA forced reeled silks showed thermomechanical behaviour that was significantly different from that of naturally spun silks, with high variability and higher loss tangent peaks at lower temperatures (Fig. 2b) . In general, stronger hydrogen bonding in more ordered structures would give higher peak temperatures [17] . Recent work by Guan and collaborators has shown that each loss peak is caused by the glass transition of a specific silk structure, each with different numbers and combinations of hydrogen bonds between the different chemical groups, such as the main chain amide groups or the side-chain -OH groups of serine peptides [2, 17, 29, 30] . The main non-natural loss peak at 175°C is assigned to the characteristic glass transition temperature of the highly disordered structure of RSF silk [11, 17] . The structure associated with this loss peak has two hydrogen bonds per peptide segment in a random disordered configuration [17] . Importantly, the strong loss peak at 120°C has not previously been observed during DMTA analysis of silk fibres. This peak is not due to water, as the TGA profile did not show weight loss at this temperature (Fig. 1) . Calculations using the Guan model [17] suggest that the number of hydrogen bonds for this peak is reduced to one per segment within the disordered structure.
The general conclusion from Figs. 1 and 2 suggests that forced reeled silks are more disordered than naturally spun silks, regardless of the applied processing condition of reeling speed. However, despite this difference, at reeling speeds closer to the average natural spinning speed (15 mm s À1 ), the total energy required to break the hydrogen bonded structure (a measure of material toughness) was highest, even above that of naturally spun silk (Fig. 2a) .
Using processing conditions to manipulate mechanical properties
It emerged from our TGA and DMTA experiments that forced reeled silks have intrinsically different mechanical and structural properties compared to naturally spun silks. As previously stated, mechanical properties in fibres can be manipulated post-spinning by applying processing conditions to influence the properties, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Here, a consistent reeling speed of 20 mm s
À1
was chosen for comparison between samples.
Supporting the data in Fig. 2 , naturally spun silks had relatively low sample variability compared with the range of forced reeled examples (Fig. 3a) . As the methods for mounting and testing the fibres are the same for both naturally spun and forced reeled silks, this leads to the conclusion that the forced reeling processing treatment introduces this variability. The general conclusion for forced reeled silks would propose that more/greater postdraw and higher stretch rate lead to the strongest silks; however, these manipulations were accompanied by greater specimen variability in the post-yield stress-strain profile. These data also indicate sensitivity to specimen storage conditions such as silk tension (Fig. 3d ) and specimen storage humidity ( Fig. 3d and e ; mainly affecting specimen consistency). Differences between forced reeled silks are expected to be minimal due to the paralysis condition [45] . Higher postdrawn specimens (Â1.16 in Fig. 3b ) displayed higher average failure stresses. This might be due to the higher fibre stiffness caused by higher molecular orientation, which in turn would be enhanced by the increased stretching force and higher stretch rate [9, 18] . Interestingly, the postdraw affected not only the mechanical properties, but also the fibre cross-sectional areas. Reeling from the same worm and applying the same amount of stretch (Â1.16), allowing less time to respond to this stretch (i.e. faster stretch rate), led to a significant decrease in fibre crosssectional area (from 2. Additionally, the postdrawn specimens showed high variability throughout the stress-strain profile, resulting in variability in both stress and strain to failure. This is in contrast to the non-postdrawn specimens in Fig. 3d and e, which followed more consistent stressstrain contours and only varied in their failure points along the contours.
Not found in the high postdrawn specimens (Fig. 3b) nor in naturally spun silks (Fig. 3a) , the post-yield plateau in stress seen immediately after yield indicates molecular chain elongation. This is probably associated with plastic flow, as coiled molecules relax through yield until they are stretched sufficiently to sustain the applied load with the equilibrium post-yield modulus [41] .
Maintaining tension in the non-postdrawn specimens gave consistently high failure stresses and strains, thereby producing the highest toughnesses seen in any of the fibres drawn. These fibres ) out of a paralysed silkworm, reducing the variability between worms. Scatter points give the breaking points of other specimens tested from the same treatment (for details see Table 1 ). Specimens on the same plot are comparable as they are from the same worm. The strength reduces down the figure on average.
were the most similar to naturally spun threads, albeit with an increased post-yield plastic flow in the disordered structures resulting in slightly higher energy uptake, i.e. the area under the stress-strain curve.
Storing the non-postdrawn specimen under dry conditions induced a different kind of variability. Many of these fibres were slightly embrittled by the dry conditions, with associated low failure stress near the yield stress [58] . Water acts as a plasticizer for silk by generating lower temperature relaxation processes that can promote ductility, as can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5 and in the discussion of dynamic mechanical properties [17] . Alternative explanations to the effect of dry-storage include the embrittlement of the sericin binder coating on the fibres, which weakens the whole fibre structure when cracks are initiated in the sericin layer and propagate through the whole fibre [59, 60] . Equally, cracks in the sericin layer may lead to brin separation, as seen in previous studies testing cocoon silks in different humidities, which will further increase variability by affecting core fibroin-water interactions [60] .
A disordered (largely amorphous) RSF fibre is shown for reference in Fig. 3f . These fibres have little or no post-yield modulus due to their structural morphology. In contrast with native silks, they have larger and more widely distributed ordered regions in the amorphous matrix [11] , leading to little contribution of the ordered regions to mechanical performance post-yield.
Processing conditions and structure
We must ask to what extent (and how) such post-processing conditions affect the amount of structural disorder of forced reeled silks. Fig. 4a presents the temperature scans of two non-annealed and non-postdrawn and one non-annealed but postdrawn forced reeled silk, with naturally spun silk for reference (stress-strain profiles of annealed and non-annealed silks are given in Supplementary Fig. S2 ). The data of Fig. 2b suggested that all forced reeled silks have complex combinations of partially disordered structures in the fibroin that was introduced by the forced reeling spinning process. Post-treatment could only partially compensate for this increased and variable disorder. Here postdrawing had the strongest effect yet retained strong evidence of multiple types of disordered structure. The highest level of disorder was seen in the non-postdrawn specimens that had been slack-stored before measuring.
In contrast, the greatest order seen in forced reeled silks emerged following annealing to 180°C (Fig. 4b) . Annealing to 180°C removed small loss peaks associated with water below 100°C and most of the higher temperature glass transition peaks below about 200°C, leaving a higher temperature peak comparable to a peak in non-annealed, naturally spun silkworm silk. We suggest that annealing creates stronger bonding as disordered structures are irreversibly stretched under slight mechanical load [17] . Over the temperature range for the annealing scan, this would eventually lead to the formation of the most strongly bonded disordered structure possible in a particular specimen. Importantly, this suggests that thermal treatment under mechanical load would be the most effective way to create ordered structures in a silk. Not surprisingly, this feature is similar to the common practice of annealing synthetic polymer fibres such as PET under load at elevated temperatures in order to increase the orientation and crystal fractions, which in turn increases stiffness and strength [61] .
Post-processing conditions therefore influence the properties and structures of forced reeled silks to cover a spectrum of disorder, ranging from the disordered artificially spun RSF to the more ordered naturally spun silks (Fig. 5) . For non-annealed silk, peaks associated with more water between À60 and +60°C indicate more disorder and were highest for non-postdrawn silks, lower for postdrawn silks and lowest for naturally spun silks; no RSF was tested in annealing mode (Fig. 5a ). Annealing to 120°C removed the loss peaks under 100°C by removing the water from the silk specimens (Fig. 5a ). Similar annealing effects have been observed and explained likewise in soy protein [57] .
Following 120°C annealing, the most disordered Bombyxderived protein was RSF. The large RSF loss peak at 175°C has been assigned to the highly disordered macromolecular structure, which shows the largest area under the loss peak due to the high contribution of disordered structure [2, 17, [29] [30] [31] [32] . These structures are caused by the formation of solid silk from solutions made by the chaotropic medium of aqueous concentrated lithium bromide solution [11] . The non-postdrawn silk loss peak was the least ordered of our forced reeled silks and was most similar to the RSF, suggesting that the non-crystalline fraction is likely to be highly disordered with a structure analogous to RSF.
The postdrawn forced reeled specimen showed an interesting rapid change around 175°C. This sample loss tangent trace started out like an RSF structure peak but then rapidly changed to resemble a more ordered structure similar to a natural silk. This specimen further supports the assertion that discrete loss peaks in the loss tangent profile of silks are associated with specific hydrogen bonded structures.
Furthermore, this result implies that, under certain conditions of forced reeling, hidden functionality can be locked into the fibre and later released under certain annealing conditions. In the (a) (b) Fig. 4 . Loss tangent profiles of various forced reeled B. mori silks from three different reeling conditions: (a) ramp straight up (no annealing) for slack-stored non-postdrawn silk (red; broke midway through sampling), dry-storage non-postdrawn silk (5% RH, pink) and Â 1.16 slow postdrawn silk (light green); (b) the loss tangent profile of drystorage non-postdrawn silk (5% RH) before (purple) and after (pink) annealing to 180°C [17] , in comparison with standard naturally spun silk (black). Curves shown are from one fibre, chosen from three repeats of the same silk type. Full details of the forced reeled silk processing are given in Table 1 .
specific bonding arrangement of this postdrawn silk, the structure can clearly be seen to ''dynamically'' reassemble under specific load and temperature conditions (e.g. change in Fig. 5b , post-yield arrangement in Fig. 3 ). The specific conditions leading to this dynamic reassembly have not been asserted, but are likely to be linked to the stress and humidity history of the silk [17] [18] [19] .
Discussion
Forced reeled silks were variable in many aspects of their structures and properties, varying more than naturally spun silks and in some cases seemed more akin to derived RSF fibres. Previous work has suggested that such variation in mechanical properties might be attributable to topological ''defects'' such as surface imperfections present in the silks [44] , which may be exacerbated by cross-sectional area measurement and behavioural control of the silk press during non-paralysed reeling [44, 45] . This may be the case for certain post-processing conditions, such as dry storage, which leads to sericin cracking when the fibre is under tension, leading to brin separation or crack propagation [60] . In more general terms, our new data in combination suggest that this variation may be attributed to the amount of different disordered protein structures present, as revealed by DMTA. The exact manifestation of the order and disorder in terms of protein tertiary packing is an area of contestation that requires further study, but this by no means diminishes the power of DMTA to resolve structural differences and the impact these have on the mechanical properties of silk fibres [19] . The precise mechanism by which the differences in structures arise between naturally spun and semi-naturally spun forced reeled silks is currently unknown, but is likely to be a product of both behavioural and physiological control exerted by the silkworm during spinning and processing.
Behavioural control in this work was experimentally manipulated by use of a paralytic agent, which is believed to inhibit muscular control around the spinning apparatus, specifically the silk press [45] . This inhibition prevents the animal from using its behaviour to fine-tune the ratio of applied force and reeling rate during fibre production. A lack of feedback and control during silk production could propagate rheological flow instabilities in the silk dope in the duct, as well as preventing any post-spinning postdraw of fibres.
Furthermore, forced reeling may impact the silkworms' physiological control, i.e. the exposure of the dope to chemical processing in the duct (changes in pH and ions), known to affect silk's selfassembly properties [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . Recent work suggests that specific chemically induced links between terminal groups on the protein chains might allow the flow field in the duct to stretch the macromolecules into an aligned structure that in turn promotes structural order and inter-chain hydrogen bonding [67, 68] .
Identifying the biological origin of property variability in our forced reeled silks is far beyond the scope of the current work, but the tools presented here, in cooperation with other structural analysis tools, such as X-ray scattering, Fourier transform infrared and Raman spectroscopy, will allow these origins to be explored in the future.
A fibre's stress-strain profile ultimately (and arguably) determines its application and function. Concerning mechanical properties, we have shown that postdrawn forced reeled silks are able to achieve higher strength, albeit at the cost of extensibility, toughness and consistency. The toughest fibres were the non-postdrawn forced reeled silks under specific storage conditions (tension and humid). Thermal stability analysis using TGA and DMTA loss spectra both showed that naturally spun silks showed the highest degree of order, and that the forced reeled silk properties are Further details of the forced reeled silk processing are given in Table 1. controlled by the fraction and type of disorder. This suggests that forced reeling introduces disorder into the fibre that can only be fully addressed with post-reeling processing conditions such as thermal treatment under load. This would permit precise control of the structure and properties of semi-natural forced reeled silk fibres for bespoke applications.
Conclusions
We have shown that, with controlled forced reeling of B. mori, one is able to produce fibres with a wide range of mechanical properties, which is beginning to make clear links between natural and artificial silk in terms of spinning and processing conditions. Moreover, our data demonstrate that DMTA analysis on silk fibres is not only useful as a tool to assess the quality of a fibre [17] , but can also quantitatively assess a fibre's potential for improvement through post-spin modification, regardless of the fibre's origin or processing history. More specifically, our data elucidate the range of properties available to B. mori silks and silk-based fibres, which in turn has important implications for their industrial application.
Supplementary material available
Two supplementary figures accompany this manuscript. Fig. S1 shows the experimental set-up for the forced reeling silkworms. A silkworm is attached onto a pole (a) using tape around its body between the ''thoracic'' and ''pseudo'' feet (b). The silk is attached onto a rotating cylindrical spool (c), which is controlled by a motor and moved by hand to collect the silk along the spool. Fig. S2 shows the stress-strain curves before (darker, open scatter points) and after (lighter, filled scatter points) 120°C annealing for naturally spun (black/grey), postdrawn (Â1.16 fast; greens) and non-postdrawn silk (purples)). Scatter points give the break points of repeats of the same silk types.
